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23andMe is one of  the four largest companies where consumers can 
have their DNA tested. They provide two types of  DNA results 

Family History DNA (Ethnicity, DNA Matches) 

Medical (Risks, Traits, Genes) 

This presentation primarily focuses on the Medical DNA results 



Genealogy - Ethnicity 
Why are my results different?
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Number of  Reference Panels (or Reference Populations) 

People who have taken the DNA test and have their actual family 
history very well documented (and validated) for many generations. 

23andme  https://customercare.23andme.com/hc/en-us/articles/
212169298-Reference-Populations 

Ancestry.com   https://www.ancestry.com/cs/dna-help/ethnicity/
reference-panel 

Independent Comparison    https://cruwys.blogspot.com/2015/05/
comparing-admixture-results-from.html
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Geography Breakdown 

23andMe - 1,000 Locations 

Ancestry - 350 Locations
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Genealogy - Ethnicity 
Why are my results different?



23andMe - 1,000 Regions
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Ancestry - 350 Regions
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!723andMe Ancestry



DNA Matches
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Ancestry family trees are integrated with DNA Matches.
23andMe has a partnership with MyHeritage.

MyHeritage 
Trees NOT integrated 

with 23andMe DNA 
Matches



Ancestry Accuracy Over Time
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The unknown 3.9% is most 
likely split across the British 

Isles (blue and yellow)

Source: DNAeXplained - Genetic Genealogy https://dna-explained.com/2018/09/13/ancestry-2018-ethnicity-update/



23andMe - Medical DNA

Health Reports: 

Genetic Health Risks (you are at risk for these diseases) 

Carrier Status (you may pass these mutated genes to your children) 

Wellness (how your DNA may affect your body’s response to diet, 
exercise and sleep) 

Traits (the genetics behind your appearances and senses) 
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23andMe - Health Tab

Note: the number of  health reports changes frequently as 23andMe expands 
their medical DNA offerings.



23andMe 
Carrier Status Reports
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Which specific genetic variants that may not affect 
your health, but could affect your children’s health
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23andMe 
Genetic Health Risk Reports

Specific genetic variances that can influence 
your risk for certain health conditions
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Late-Onset Alzheimer’s Detected



Other Risk Factors
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APOE Gene Purpose
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APOE Variant Details
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Stanford University  
Alzheimer’s Research Study

23and Me shared Cindy’s DNA results with this 
Stanford University group (DNA settings) 

They contacted Cindy stating they have an active 
research program underway developing a new 
Alzheimer’s drug and invited Cindy to participate 
in the five year program
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23andMe  
Wellness Reports

How your DNA may affect your body’s 
response to diet, exercise, and sleep
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23andMe - Traits Reports
Explore the genetics behind your appearance 

and senses
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Cindy Macklin

Light color hair, Blue/Green eyes 
Exactly what her DNA Traits show!! 



Consumer DNA Testing Risks

Should people only learn about their DNA from a 
doctor or genetic counselor to ensure that the 
results are clearly and accurately explained?
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Should people only learn about risks for disease 
that are “medically actionable”?  With screening, 
therapeutics, or lifestyle change may prevent or 
treat the disease.



All the Risk Factors
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NIH - U.S. National Library of  Medicine
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NIH - U.S. National Library of  Medicine
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NIH - U.S. National Library of  Medicine
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NIH - U.S. National Library of  Medicine
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NIH - U.S. National Library of  Medicine
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NIH - U.S. National Library of  Medicine



Questions?

!
!
!  

You can view, print, or download this presentation at:  https://
svcgr.org  (scroll down to the National Convention Presentations 
section on the Home page)

Presentation by Lee Macklin
Citrus Heights, California

lmacklin@comcast.net
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